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all faiths complex
contains an existing chapel on the University site that embodies a directional layout 
that is favored by the Christian faiths within the student and faculty population.  To 
the southwest, linked by a plaza walk, will stand an addition to the All Faiths Complex. 
to serve all remaining faiths in search of a calm, quiet, naturalistic, and unworldly 
interior finishes. The new facility utilizes circular design. The naturally lit domed 
worship space is surrounded by 18 alcove spaces for the various religious denominations 
tto reserve time slots for regularly scheduled use. The facility is capable of hosting 
weddings of over 200 guests indoors or outside and provides a kitchen for food service.

The design of the new chapel is modeled 
after the roman pantheon. The DOMED 

ceremonial space HAS AN OCULUS RING THAT 
ALLOWS INDIRECT LIGHT TTO PASS THROUGH 
AN ARRANGEMENT OF FRITTED GLASS and the 
Front facade has a palladian style portico. 
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structure -
The structure of the building is all one story. The office and mechanical wing 
are steel construction above bearing walls. The lobby has a gabled roof
supported by timber trusses resting on steel columns. The large dome 
over the ceremony space is supported by Glu-laminated beams on top 
of 8 steel columns wrapped with plaster decor. Each of the alcoves 
is seis separated by a site-cast walls displaying the imperfect formwork
lines horizontally. The interior walls of the ceremony space are 
lined with wood cladding in a veritcal pattern
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accessibility -
the handicap parking spaces are located 
on the southern corner of the site and 
allow ramps along the pathway where 
needed to reach the building

egress -
In the case of a fire, there are exits 
in all directions from the ceremony 
space and the lobby corridor is wide 
enough for the flow of people.

supply

return
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foundation - 
One way slab spanning between foundation beams. The circular 
ceremonial space requires the sub-grade trench to be dug in a 
giant ring shape below the curved walls and columns. The slab 
needs to be 8 in. deep to span the distances designed.

roof plan -
the roof of the entire structure other than the dome can be 
classified as a “flat roof” and have a minimum slope of 1/4 in. per ft.
The front facade and side walls will have gutters to direct the rain
runoff to the swell on the east of the site.

hvac -
the mechanical room is on the southern corner of the building.
two units are required to split the task of heating & cooling the 
building. A smaller unit conditions the office space and functional
rooms that are most commonly occupied. Another large unit 
conditions the ceremony space and alcoves. The return air vents 
folfollow the perimeter of the building. 



wood decking on ceiling of dome

vertical wood cladding on walls

site-cast concrete horizontal
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SECTION ‘C’

marble floor of ceremony space
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